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Introduction

Construction is one of the first businesses that 
civilisation developed, and it continues to shape our 
daily lives in unique ways. Nearly all other businesses 
rely on the construction industry to provide and 
maintain their accommodation and infrastructure, and 
construction is a component of where and how almost 
everyone lives and works. The built environment 
heavily influences people’s experience of their world, 
and can both positively and negatively impact quality 
of life. 

Seven per cent of the world’s working-age population 
work in construction, making it one of the largest 
contributors to the world’s economy. However, the 
industry has been hesitant to fully embrace the latest 
innovation opportunities, despite being such a prominent 
and lucrative sector. According to McKinsey, construction 
is among the least digitised sectors in the world. In the 
United States, construction comes second to last as the 
least digitised, and in Europe it takes last position.

The built 
environment 
heavily 
influences 
people’s 
experience of 
their world
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Construction’s 
labour 
productivity 
has stagnated 
over the last 
half a century

In spite of the huge potential for added value, and 
despite the fact that the challenges are well known 
and have been long discussed within the industry, 
progress has been slow. 

Construction’s somewhat sluggish rate of 
advancement can be attributed to a variety of social, 
economic and environmental challenges. Inadequate 
collaboration between various project teams, the 
sector’s struggle to embrace and implement new 
technologies, the ongoing war for talent, and poor 
knowledge transfer from project to project, are just 
some of the major issues the industry has been up 
against.

As a result, construction’s labour productivity has 
stagnated over the last half a century. All the while the 
majority of other industries, such as manufacturing, 
have undergone remarkable transformations - and 
reaped the rewards of process, product and service 
innovations. Times are, however, beginning to change. 
Construction seems to be in the midst of its own 
regeneration. This white paper will present insights 
from some of the wider industry’s key players on a 
range of topical issues, emerging trends and 
challenges.
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Construction 
employment 
expected to 
grow at 0.6 
per cent over 
the next five 
years

Today’s construction sector 

Despite the uncertainty introduced by the outcome 
of the EU referendum, growth for the construction 
sector is predicted at 1.7 per cent until 2020, with 
construction employment expected to grow at 0.6 
per cent over the next five years. Growth is being 
fostered by numerous factors; interest rates remain 
low, making financing projects cheaper, and a 
number of government-led initiatives, such as ‘Help 
to Buy’ and shared ownership schemes are 
supporting potential demand and revenue 
opportunities within the sector from a residential 
standpoint.
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However, the global construction industry has been met 
with a colossal challenge: to design a built environment 
that meets the ambitions of a growing, urbanised 
population in such a way that is economically viable, 
socially inclusive and environmentally sustainable. The 
challenge isn’t necessarily new, as it’s been on the 
periphery for many years and thankfully on the agenda 
for many firms who operate in the sector. That said, it is 
still no easy feat, particularly with technology advancing 
at such a rapid rate. 

Industry leaders need to understand and accommodate 
new technologies, such as infinite computing in the 
Cloud, machine-learning, big data, automation, drones, 
3D printing, virtual reality and the Internet of Things 
(IoT). Faced with a potentially meteoric level of progress 
on these fronts, the industry cannot keep up pace by 
merely making modest tweaks to the way it functions. 
Now more than ever technology is the key factor that 
helps industries collaborate, if construction fails to align 
with its contemporaries its reputation and prosperity will 
inevitably suffer. 

The industry 
cannot keep up 
pace by making 
modest tweaks 
to the way it 
functions
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Opinion and overall sentiment towards the industry’s 
attempt to adapt to such change is negative or neutral 
at best. Architect Alex Bauman-Lyons believes that 
“relatively speaking, there have been very few changes, 
except for the obvious things like Building Information 
Modelling (BIM), which is still quite sluggish and has not 
reached optimisation due to teething problems. It’s 
depressing that over 10 to 15 years things are still done 
in an almost identical fashion. That will change; in fact, 
it’s just about starting to, but there is still an awful long 
way to go.” 

The industry is extensively regulated and highly 
dependent on public-sector demand. Informality and 
sometimes even corruption have tainted the market’s 
reputation, resulting in overall misrepresentation. In 
January 2018, Carillion, one of the UKs largest 
construction and multi-service corporations, went into 
compulsory liquidation after relying heavily on large 
contracts, some of which proved much less profitable 
than expected. In 2017 the company slashed the value 
of these contracts by £845m, £375m of which related to 
public-private partnerships (PPPs). 

As its contracts underperformed, subsequent debts 
soared to £900m. Both the banks and the government 
refused to bail out the firm – leaving it unable to 
continue trading. This is an example of wilful negligence 
and indicates the industry must be more judicious with 
the type of work it takes on in order avoid history 
repeating itself.

Construction can also be highly disjointed, with 
contracts frequently including disparities in risk 
allocations and rewards. The result is regrettably poor 
project management and execution, insufficient skills 
and design processes, and underinvestment in training, 
research and development and innovation. 
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“Over the years, I’ve seen an increasing 
fragmentation of architecture and design and 
construction. I’ve also seen an increase in 
specialisation, splitting into micro-sectorisation, 
which can then lead to discontinuity of work as the 
jobs pass through different teams. 

Quite often, there’s now a split between different 
architects on the same project. There seems quite 
a lack of continuity on a general level, which is 
slowly starting to affect projects more and more.” 

– Brian Greathead
Founder and director at London-based architecture firm, 

Manalo & White.

“There 
seems quite 
a lack of 
continuity on 
a general 
level”
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Uncertainty 
following the 
Brexit vote led to 
a period of project 
delays and 
cancellations, 
which have put 
further pressure 
on pipeline and 
margins within the 
sector
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Challenges: old and new

Uncertainty following the Brexit vote led to a period of 
project delays and cancellations, which have put further 
pressure on pipeline and margins within the sector. 
Furthermore, if and when EU migrant labourers who 
represent a large proportion of overall construction 
labour, start to leave the UK – which will surely cause 
further skill shortages - it is only natural to predict labour 
costs will increase as well. Since the referendum, the 
industry has seen a host of short term challenges, from 
difficulty financing projects, cost inflation, delays in 
projects and even cancellations. 

While margins have had brief stints of improvement, 
there has been overall decline. Over the past 12 months 
there has been a universal drop in construction’s 
margins, indicative of the proximate uncertainty 
following the Brexit vote in 2016. Higher margins tend to 
come as a result of long contracts rather than one off 
projects – these longer-term ventures are likely the 
result of organisations establishing relationships with a 
pipeline of different contacts. 

Project managers are therefore under increasing 
pressure to deliver increasingly complex projects in time 
and within budget. The challenge to all professionals in 
the construction industry is set to increase.  

“Professional bodies could definitely be doing more to 
educate inexperienced clients about how the 
procurement process works,” believes Alasdair Dixon, 
partner at Collective Works - an architecture and design 
studio who pride themselves on transparency, 
collaboration and communication. “As a whole, it works; 
but I can’t particularly imagine a way to streamline an 
entire industry. But inexperienced people coming in and 
wanting quick, cheap buildings really doesn’t help.” 

Connecting BIM with the power of the Cloud means 
information is going to flow far more efficiently 
throughout project supply chains and across the life 
cycle of built assets. Again, implementation has been 
gradual though.

While margins 
have had brief 
stints of 
improvement, 
there has been 
overall decline
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“For us, the increase in using BIM in the industry is 
incredibly important, along with the increasing 
reliance on it. Scaling up is a big challenge, and 
the costs involved are also increasing. We’ve just 
spent a great deal on new training and software for 
our firm – it’s important to get involved early on, to 
fully understand it, collaborate with it, and in some 
cases even completely change the way that you 
work in order to keep up.” 

– Joe Morris 
Co-founder of architectural designers Duggan Morris.
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Moving forward

Whereas the traditional design process has often 
been a practice in negotiation and agreement, limited 
by time, money, computing power and expertise, 
these constraints have the potential to be lifted by 
technology, using algorithms, which enable designers 
to explore limitless options, and machine-learning to 
influence better decision making.

Precisely how quickly the foundations of construction 
will change is still unclear, but the one certainty is that 
it will change, and general consensus is that it has to. 
Industry professionals need to invest time to 
understand the new era of connection and how they 
can harness the opportunities it will bring.

The technological pace of change and the 
opportunities this brings to the construction industry 
has potential to be remarkable. Cloud computing, for 
instance, has given even the smallest contractors 
access to computer processing power that was 
inconceivable just a few years ago and until recently 

was out of reach for all but the most commercially 
successful companies. 

Undoubtedly, digitisation of the construction industry 
has begun. The sector is well aware of its hesitance 
in digitisation compared with other industries and has 
taken the primary steps to reap the benefits of these 
technological revolutions. 

Often BIM adoption is taken as the only applicable 
proxy to measure this transformation. The European 
Construction Industry Federation FIEC states that 
“BIM covers all phases of the life cycle of a 
construction project, from the first ideas of a client to 
those following the completion of the works.” If we 
look at the numbers of BIM adoption, the trends 
seem pretty encouraging. In the UK, adoption of BIM 
increased from 54 to 62 per cent between 2016 and 
2017, according to NBS National BIM report. 
However, when you look more closely, BIM is still 
largely being used in the design stages only, as 
opposed to throughout the whole lifecycle of a 
project. 
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“One of the major changes that’s still going on is 
obviously the amount of data we increasingly have at 
our fingertips, and as a result the new systems. These 
things are what is really driving future developments in 
the industry. 

There’s a possibility for BIM to integrate to a full 
model, which can be used at all levels of a project. 
The idea that all parties could have access to the 
design and information regarding a project, and to 
have it all in one place would be a hugely positive 
improvement.” 

– Nicola Cotti 
Director at design and build firm, CTG Works.

“There’s a 
possibility for 
BIM to 
integrate to a 
full model”
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Buildings are 
responsible for 
25-40 per cent of 
global energy 
usage

Resources and materials

The construction industry is the single largest global 
consumer of resources and raw materials. It 
consumes about 50 per cent of global steel 
production and, each year, 3 billion tonnes of raw 
materials are used to manufacture building products 
worldwide (World Economic Forum). Buildings are 
responsible for 25-40 per cent of global energy 
usage, thus contributing extraordinarily to the release 
of carbon dioxide.

Nicola Cotti, CTG Works believes there’s an 
increased focus on sustainability. “Sadly, in practice 
it’s still largely delegated to single investors, the 
owner or developer – those who can afford to use 
such materials, at this stage. The bigger problem is 
that there are no regulations in place yet to make 
sure projects abide by certain obligations. It’s largely 

still in the hands of individual clients. I’d like to see it 
become more common practice and not just 
something you see on large projects in the lime light.”

Value lies in improving the quality of construction and 
the quality of materials used, which will contribute to 
healthier environments, increasing sustainability and 
reducing cost. Any endeavour towards this goal will 
obviously generate welcome benefits. What’s more, 
property developers, investors and occupiers are 
increasingly looking for environmentally-conscious 
design solutions. If construction companies don’t 
facilitate this need, they won’t tick the boxes when a 
project goes to tender. 



The construction 
industry is the 
single largest 
global consumer 
of resources and 
raw materials. It 
consumes about 
50 per cent of 
global steel 
production and, 
each year, 3 
billion tonnes of 
raw materials are 
used to 
manufacture 
building products 
worldwide. 
(World Economic Forum)
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“The rise of open access workspaces is giving more 
people access to digital manufacturing and products, 
and I think the interjection of digital manufacturing 
tools and reclaimed materials could be a really exciting 
prospect to work with. It’s very important to reuse and 
give new life to old buildings and materials. Once that 
becomes the norm, and people start to value materials 
that are otherwise deemed as waste, that’s when it’ll 
get exciting. A material is never ‘waste’, it’s just how 
you use it.

“I think that the recognition for professional ethics 
public good has been a good and welcome change, it 
shows we’re not just focused on how buildings look 
and perform, we’re also thinking about how they affect 
the communities and environments they’re in... I’ve 
been working in this industry for 10 years, and I think 
it’s great to start seeing this change.” – Alasdair Dixon, 
Collective Works.

“It’s very 
important to 
reuse and 
give new life 
to old 
buildings and 
materials”
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Although each construction project will have its own 
unique characteristics, the processes of construction 
itself are repeated in their essentials from project to 
project. Lessons learned from one project could 
therefore often be usefully applied to subsequent 
projects. Yet few companies have institutionalised 
such a process. Past experience is therefore often 
lost, and projects continue to rely heavily on the 
expertise of the individual project manager. 

The construction industry is made up of a sequence 
of partnerships. Some are decision-makers, others 
are influencers - from architects, interior designers, 
quantity surveyors, sustainability consultants and 
engineers (civil, structural, electrical, mechanical), to 
main contractors and sub-contractors. All play a part 
in the process and yet there seems to be split 
opinions on the need for cross collaboration in the 
industry.

“Buildings are being built every day, and that wouldn’t 
happen unless we were good at collaborating as a 
wider construction industry,” suggests Alasdair Dixon, 

Collective Works. “At present, we’re quite stuck with 
just emailing as a form of communication though. I 
think digital collaboration can help us improve. 
Generally, it’s working, but there is a definite sense of 
inefficiency.” 

Nicola Cotti, CTG Works, believes a change in how 
this is approached has already started. “The way 
project managers and construction professionals 
approach projects has started to change, we’re 
coming together and finally creating a bit more of a 
community. This has at times proved challenging 
though, as it’s always hard to change the way people 
are used to working, even if that change is for the 
better. New systems are hard to implement because 
of this too, although there seems to be widespread 
appreciation for the ability to communicate using 
technology. Architects, for example, can discuss 
projects with a client from anywhere in the world.”
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Construction’s unit of decision-makers and plethora of relationships is much more complex than 
other business markets. This is partially down to the variety of complexity, but also because teams 
are regularly formed for single projects and then disbanded. The relationship between those in any 
one project team is made even more convoluted depending on the types of contract used – design 
and build, management, traditional or PF2 (Private Finance).
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“Most architects want to work from stage one and be 
closer to the contractor team and supply chain, in a 
holistic continuous sense, rather than a kind of ‘pass 
the parcel’ system. You can sometimes feel quite 
excluded from your supply and procurement 
relationships, so I think that needs to be smoothed out. 
It’s a really hard one to judge – who are we to suggest 
there’s a right or wrong way to do things? We design 
things, and builders build things. There’s a lot of 
different aspects involved; but we’re involved in place, 
longevity, appropriateness, scale, which isn’t 
necessarily just about how you put two bits of material 
together.” 

– Joe Morris, Duggan Morris.
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For many larger contractors, the procurement 
strategy involves long-term relationships with key 
suppliers - however the final decisions are often still 
made on a project-by-project basis. The problem is 
even more acute in smaller firms, where purchasing 
is almost exclusively project-based.

Nicola Cotti, CTG Works thinks this comes down to 
how different organisations are viewed by the 
industry. “Often the bigger you are the better you are 
considered. This isn’t always the case, but it’s still the 
perception. This attitude needs to change to help 
drive the industry forward.”

“The construction / architecture relationship is on the 
whole a fruitful and positive one - we bring them 
work, they bring us work; it tends to work well. 
Obviously, there’s more risk with construction firms 
than there is with architecture practices – but to enjoy 
an equal partnership you just have to keep 
understanding each other’s necessity, industry and 
ultimately trust each other.” Says Alasdair Dixon, 
Collective Works.

“The construction / 
architecture 
relationship is on 
the whole a fruitful 
and positive one”
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Competition is a natural part of business; however, 
many feel the responsibility of the architect in the 
construction industry is diminishing. Joe Morris, of 
Duggan Morris sees it at a challenge that’s being 
widely faced:

 “Previously, once you were commissioned for 
something at phase one – you’d have a job for three 
or four years and you’d see it through to the end; but 
now you’re fighting all other challenges from decision 
makers - ownership, tasks, methods… all of them 
face fierce competition and you have to be open to 
dialogue and working with people. You have to be 
mindful that your role is no longer guaranteed and 
maintaining that foothold can be a really difficult thing 
to overcome.

“Nowadays, you need to know all your competitors by 
name and have a healthy relationship with them - 
working alongside one another, being part of a sector 
that’s coming together and moving forward. Projects 
are only getting more complex – so working with 
others is now a hugely prevalent and important 
change to accept and embrace.” 

Chris Taylor of Taylor Hare Architects agrees the 
onus is on building fruitful relationships:

“It’s all about partnerships in this industry. That said, 
every project, expectation and client is different. 
Therefore, you ultimately have you choose who will 
work well on what project and what that will look like. 
You can only learn this by actually doing it, working 
with people, and building genuine relationships.”

“It’s all about 
partnerships in 
this industry”
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“There’s even greater pressure to deliver now; and it’s 
about how you do that, and how you make clients and 
the wider public embrace what our role actually is. 
How do you educate the wider public, and how do you 
actually become more proactive while taking on more 
risk?” 

– Chris Taylor
Co-founder and partner at Taylor Hare Architects.

“There’s 
even greater 
pressure to 
deliver now; 
and it’s 
about how 
you do that”
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The internet of things

Construction has a productivity problem. Many 
projects run overtime and over budget. And it’s 
costing companies literally billions. According to 
research from McKinsey, large projects are taking up 
to 20 per cent longer to finish than planned and are 
up to 80 per cent over budget. What is the solution? 
Other industries have turned to the Internet of Things 
(IoT) and other new technologies to help unlock 
productivity growth ― here lies a golden ticket.

Much has been written, and read, about how IoT can 
make our homes, industries, and even entire cities 
‘smart’. 

According to The Economist Intelligence Unit, the IoT 
would allow construction workers, machinery and 
materials to “talk” to a central data platform that 
captures critical performance parameters. “More 
effective collection and use of data can also optimise 

site operations for productivity and efficiency. There 
are similarly opportunities for optimising site logistics, 
such as monitoring the supply of materials in real 
time to ensure delivery delays are minimised and 
compensated for. However, when it comes to IoT 
investments, construction companies may be subject 
to split incentives. If they are not responsible for the 
management of a building once it is complete, they 
will not be incentivised to make IoT investments to 
support that management.”

Soon IoT will be an essential ingredient in unlocking 
the industry’s productivity levels, ensuring 
construction companies have access to real-time 
data that can improve machine performance, 
undertake preventative maintenance, reduce 
downtime and repair costs. By taking this approach 
and utilising this advancement construction 
companies can ensure their operations are both 
productive and future-proofed.
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The industry 
inevitably has to 
become increasingly 
focused on innovation
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Predictions for the future

Productivity in construction has lagged behind developments in other industries, but technology 
has the ability to enable huge improvements in how projects are selected, funded and delivered. 
Digital technology will unavoidably become part of the DNA of buildings and infrastructure, allowing 
buildings to be more responsive to the needs of their owners and occupants.
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Cities are 
expanding at such 
a rate, but the 
question remains 
as to whether they 
can sustain this. 

Nicola Cotti, CTG Works - “There obviously an 
ongoing discussion around housing in London. But it’s 
not just the housing that needs the focus, there’s also 
a shortage of services – we need hospitals and 
schools to support the proposed increase of houses 
and consequently more people. There’s then the 
pressure on infrastructure and transport. Cities are 
expanding at such a rate, but the question remains as 
to whether they can sustain this. 

“From an architectural point of view, it’s very hard to 
predict and forecast the future, in my opinion one of 
the movements will either be the increase in city size, 
or because of technology and the ability to move 
around easily, we will see completely the opposite 
scenario. Where people will move further out of cities 
and work remotely.”
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Conclusion

Construction is a sector that impacts where and how 
we all live and work. While widely acknowledged to 
be a slow-progressing industry, it 
nonetheless continues to contribute significantly to 
the world’s economy. The challenges, although well 
known, are yet to be fully explained and ultimately 
resolved, however improved collaboration appears to 
be the key to unlocking the true potential. 
 
Both communication between project teams and 
knowledge transfer from project to project can 
aid industry professionals in the bid to overcome 
challenges, enhance efficiency, and ultimately 
increase productivity. By being forthcoming in a 
partnership approach to new projects, clients 
can reap the rewards of having teams that better 

align on overall plans, agreeing goals that help 
to defy industry norms.
 
Technology and non-traditional means of 
interacting should be harnessed, as it is in other 
sectors, to really achieve the change that’s 
needed. By acknowledging the potential, and 
developing and using the systems and data on 
offer the speed of progression can increase, and 
further support UK plc.
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